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Last week we saw a failed rally in the S&P and the Nasdaq that could not cross and close above its 20 

day SMA and sold off the later half of the week. 

This week the selling continued strong on Monday and weaker on Tuesday to find support Tuesday that 

was a little higher than the prior lows from Feb. 24th.   Wednesday saw a rally that failed to reach 

either the prior week’s highs or the 20 day SMA. Thursday saw a pause with lower lows and lower highs 

than the prior day. Friday saw a gap up that failed and immediately began to sell off. The selling 

continued most all day on Friday to end this week down from the prior week. 

The combination of the lower highs seen in most indexes since the beginning of 2022 and the higher 

lows seen since the Feb. 24th lows forms a triangle or ‘Consolidation’ pattern as markets try to digest 

the wild swings seen so far this year.  The slope of the higher lows formed in the Nasdaq composite 

since Feb. 24th is only slightly sloped upward, whereas the slope of the higher lows formed by the S&P-

500 over the same period is sloped a little steeper upward. This is one indication of the relative 

strength between these two major indexes. This difference can be seen in the charts below and we will 

quantify this difference as well. 

Volatility remains elevated as seen with the VIX remaining above 29 all this week. 

Oil peaked above $130 on Monday then pulled back to end the week near $109.  Gold peaked above 

$2078 on Tuesday then pulled back and ended the week at $1992. 

Commodities continue to see extreme action this week in Oil, Gas, Wheat, Corn and Nickel which are 

some of the major exports to the world from Russia and the Ukraine. Compounding the Wheat market 

are both floods and draught reducing yields in major production regions. The war and the various Govt. 

and private restrictions that are cutting business ties with Russia may persist for a while, keeping 

markets volatile for a while.  

Inflation rates continue to increase as seen with the CPI numbers on Thursday morning. Next week the 

Fed announces a rate change on Wednesday, with Q&A to follow. Jay Powell has strongly hinted at a 

0.25% rate hike, but markets could react to anything different than what is expected, as well as over-

react to ‘comments’ made in the Q&A that follows on Wednesday.  

March ‘Quad Witching’ Expiration is also next week on Friday March 18th. 

Now let’s look at the charts to see what they are telling us about this market. 

 

 



 

S&P 500 weekly chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Here we see a 4th week has closed below the 50 week SMA 

and the lowest close in 2022 happened this week. The S&P has now given back about half of its 2021 

gains. 

 

S&P 500 daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – We see a large decline on Monday this week that continued a 

little lower on Tuesday before finding support near $4157 and bouncing a little before Tuesday’s close. 

Wednesday saw a gap up and rally most of the day that failed to reach the 20 day SMA or the Open on 

Monday of this week. Thursday saw a pause with a lower low and lower high than the prior day. Friday 

saw a gap up and immediate failure that saw selling most of the day, ending the week down -2.88% and 

still below all 3 of its key SMAs. 



 

DJIA weekly chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Here we see a 4th week that closed below the 50 week SMA 

(Blue) and the lowest close in the index for 2022 was this week. 

 

DJIA daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – We saw selling continued strong on Monday and continue lower on 

Tuesday. Wednesday saw a failed rally with a pause on Thursday and a gap up and failure on Friday to 

end the week down -1.99% and still below all 3 of its key SMAs. 



 

Nasdaq weekly chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Here we see this week was the 8th week to close below the 50 

week SMA. Note that the Nasdaq has now given back nearly all of its 2021 gains in the past 3 months. 

 

Nasdaq daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – We saw strong selling continue on Monday with lower lows on 

Tuesday. Wednesday’s gap up and rally failed to reach the 20 day SMA (Yellow) or recover all of 

Monday’s losses. Thursday saw lower lows and lower highs and Friday saw a failed gap up and selling 

most all day, ending the week down -3.53% and still below all 3 of its key SMAs. 



If we measure the change between the Feb. 24th lows to the March 8th lows in both the S&P and the 

Nasdaq composite, we can compare the slopes of the ‘higher lows’ support Trend Line between these 

two major indexes.  The Nasdaq composite saw an 82.2 point difference between these two lows that 

equates to a +0.65% change between these two dates.  The S&P-500 saw a 43.22 point difference that 

equates to a +1.05% change between these two dates.  This shows us the difference in the slope 

between these two indexes, with the Nasdaq being a bit ‘flatter’ or a bit more Bearish than the S&P’s 

Support slope. 

This difference is likely caused by relative strength in the Energy and Commodities sectors that are not 

represented in the Nasdaq Tech centric market index. 

 

 

Russell 2000 weekly chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Here we see 15 weeks in a row of weekly closes below 

the 50 week SMA. Most of the decline in the Russell was seen in January this year, with a mostly 

horizontal market since. 

 

 



 

Russell 2000 daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Here we see strong selling on Monday, followed by a 

bounce the next two days back up to the 20 day SMA. Thursday saw a pause and ‘Inside’ day with 

selling returning on Friday to end the week down -1.06%. 

 

Next we will look at a few key ‘Market Internals’. 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index weekly chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Last week saw a very small bounce to end 

the week at -679.39. This week saw a smaller weekly range that ended a little lower at -715.62. 

 



 

McClellan Summation Index daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Here we see very little change over the 

past two weeks. 

 

 

NYSE Percent above 200 day SMA daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – We saw two speed bumps the prior 2 

weeks, ending at 37.31% last week.  This week saw a strong dip and a smaller speed bump mid week 

that failed and fell back down to end this week at 34.14%. 

 

 



 

NYSE Percent above 50 day SMA daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – We saw two speed bumps the prior two 

weeks that ended at 34.86% last week. This week we saw a smaller speed bump mid week that sold off 

Friday to end this week at 32.81%. 

 

 

VIX daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – The VIX continued higher on Monday and Tuesday of this week then 

drifted lower on Wednesday and Thursday while it remained above 30 all week to that point. Friday 

saw a brief dip below 30 and the 20 day SMA (Yellow) that could not remain low and bounced back up 

Friday above its 20 day SMA and 30 to end the week at 30.75.  This is ‘unusual’ for the VIX to remain 

above 30 for this duration. Usually VIX spikes go up very fast, are brief and soon drift lower as we saw 

in January this year. However, the VIX has continued higher since Feb. 10th this year, well before the 

war began in the Ukraine. There clearly is plenty of ‘Uncertainty’ in this market.  



 

VVIX daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Here too we see a typical VVIX spike in January, but the VVIX did 

not return to the 112 are, but has remained well above 118 over the past month with multiple small 

spikes. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Commodities, Currency and Treasuries. 

 

 



 

Oil daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Oil peaked on Monday then paused for an ‘Inside’ day on Tuesday 

before pulling back Wednesday to the $109 area. Oil remained in this area through the end of this 

week. 

 

Gold daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Gold continued higher on Monday and peaked on Tuesday before 

giving back most all of Tuesday’s gains the next day. Thursday and Friday saw a pause near and just 

below the $2000 area. 

 



 

US Dollar Index daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – The US Dollar continued its rally on Monday then pulled 

back on Tuesday and Wednesday before another rally on Thursday and Friday to end the week back 

above 99. 

 

 

US 10 year Treasury daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – The 10 year was sold off this week on light volume. 

 



 

US 10 year Yield daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – As the 10 year was sold off we saw the Yields drift 

higher this week from 1.74% back up to 2.0%. 

 

 

US Yield Rates daily table as of Mar 11, 2022 – The Yield curve continued to steepen a little this week 

as the longer terms increased while the short terms changed little. 

 

 



 

FOMC Balance Sheet weekly chart as of Mar 9, 2022 – The Fed increased its Balance Sheet this week 

from $8.904455 Trillion to $8.910748 Trillion, an increase of $6.293 Billion in Assets. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Sectors. 



 

Dow Transportation Index daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – The Transports dropped Monday below its 20 

day SMA and continued lower Tuesday to find support at a higher low than on Feb. 24th.  Wednesday 

saw a rally back above its 20 day SMA that continued Thursday above its 200 day SMA. Friday saw a 

rally that tested its 50 day SMA and failed then dropped below its 200 day SMA and ended the week 

down -1.04%. 

 

XLE daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – The Energy sector continued higher Monday and Tuesday before 

gapping down on Wednesday. Thursday saw a gap up and rally with an ‘Inside’ day pause on Friday, 

ending the week up +2.15%. Energy was the strongest sector this week. 



 

XLF daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – The Financial sector continued selling lower on Monday and 

Tuesday to deliver a LOWER LOW than seen on Feb. 24th.  Wednesday saw a gap up with little of any 

follow through. Thursday saw a gap down and small rally. Friday saw a gap up that failed and saw 

selling all day to end the week down -2.23%. 

 

QQQ daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – The Nasdaq-100 ETF saw strong selling Monday that continued a 

little lower on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a gap up and rally that failed to reach the 20 day SMA or 

recover all of Monday’s losses. Thursday saw a lower low and a lower high. Friday saw a gap up and 

failed  to rally as selling dominated the day, ending the week down -3.82%. 



 

SOXX daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – The Semiconductor sector saw strong selling Monday to deliver 

new lows for 2022. Tuesday saw a lower low, lower than the prior low from Feb. 24th.  The wide swing 

day Tuesday close near the lows of Feb. 24th. Wednesday saw a gap up and failed rally. Thursday saw 

lower lows and lower highs. Friday saw a gap up that failed and sold lower all day back to near those 

prior lows from Feb. 24th ending the week down -3.33%.  

 

XLC daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – The Communication Services sector saw strong selling Monday that 

continued lower Tuesday below the prior lows from Feb. 24th. Wednesday’s gap up failed to recover 

this week’s losses. Thursday saw a lower low and lower high. Friday saw a gap up that failed and sold 

lower all day, ending the week down -3.19%. 



 

XME daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – The Metals and Mining sector delivered new 10 year highs on 

Monday before pulling back. XME drifted lower on Tuesday and Wednesday before seeing a strong gap 

up and rally on Thursday nearly to retest Monday’s highs. Friday saw an ‘Inside’ day to end the week 

down -1.35%. 

 

 



 

Weekly percent change US Indexes and Sectors table as of Mar 11, 2022 – Note that all the major 

indexes were down this week with the Nasdaq composite realizing a decline of -3.53% and the Nasdaq-

100 (QQQ) a decline of -3.82%. 

Only one sector was positive this week, the XLE Energy sector. The XLU declined by only -0.65% this 

week and the Transports were down by -1.04%.  The weakest sectors were: XLP, QQQ, XLK, SOXX, XHB 

and XLC all were down by over -3% this week. 

 

 

Daily percent change US Indexes table as of Mar 11, 2022 – Note that leadership changed every day this 

week with the Dow Transportation Index starting the week as the weakest and ending this week as the 

strongest on both Thursday and Friday. 

 



Another way to compare these major indexes and see the greater weakness in the Nasdaq composite is 

to look at the current % below their 52 week highs. 

S&P-500   -12.75% 

DJIA -10.85% 

Nasdaq composite  -20.78% 

Russell 2000  -19.49% 

 

 

Next we will look at a few key Stocks. 

 

 

AAPL daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Apple continued selling on Monday and Tuesday this week even 

after their product event on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a gap up that failed to reach its 20 day SMA or 

recover this week’s losses. Thursday saw a gap down and selling to retest Tuesday’s lows. Friday saw a 

day of selling to end the week at the lowest close for 2022 and down -5.17% for the week. Apple nearly 

reached its 200 day SMA on Feb. 24th and again on Friday March 11th. 

 

 



 

MSFT daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Microsoft saw strong selling on Monday and Tuesday to drop below 

the lows of Feb. 24th. Wednesday saw a gap up and rally that failed to reach its 20 day SMA. Thursday 

saw a lower high. Friday saw a gap up that failed to rally and sold off most all day ending the week 

down -3.38% and near its Oct. 2021 lows (grey line). 

 

 

GOOGL daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Alphabet saw strong selling Monday and a bounce from support 

on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a gap up that reached its 20 day SMA but failed to retest the highs from 

last week. Thursday saw an ‘Inside’ day. Friday saw a gap up that failed and sold off most of the day, 

ending the week down -1.54%. 

 



 

AMZN daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Amazon saw strong selling Monday that broke below the Feb. 24th 

prior lows. Selling continued Tuesday to see new lows for 2022. Wednesday saw an ‘Inside’ day. 

Amazon announced its 20 to 1 stock split Wednesday afternoon. Thursday saw a gap up but without 

much of a rally that failed to reach its 20 day SMA. Friday saw a gap up to the 20 day SMA but it 

immediately failed to rally and sold off most of the day ending the week down -0.08%. 

 

 

TSLA daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Tesla saw selling Monday from its 20 day SMA Resistance that 

crossed below its 200 day SMA. Tuesday saw a bounce that failed to rally above the 200 day SMA. 

Wednesday saw a gap up and rally to the 20 day SMA. Thursday saw a pull back below the 200 day SMA. 

Friday saw selling most all day to end the week down -5.12% and back blow all 3 of its key SMAs. 

 



 

FB daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Meta saw strong selling Monday to new lows for 2022. Tuesday saw a 

small bounce. Wednesday saw a gap up that failed to rally above Monday’s highs. Thursday saw lower 

lows and lower highs that were followed with a day of selling on Friday to end the week down -6.22%. 

 

 

NVDA daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Monday saw strong selling that continued to lower lows on 

Tuesday, breaking below the prior lows from Jan. 24th and Feb. 24th. Wednesday saw a gap up that 

failed to rally to its 200 day SMA. Thursday saw lower lows and lower highs. Friday saw a gap up that 

failed and sold off most of the day ending the week down -3.64%. 

 

 



 

GS daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Goldman Sachs saw selling on Monday and Tuesday to new lows for 

2022. Wednesday saw a gap up that failed to rally to its 20 day SMA or its highs from the prior week. 

Thursday saw lower lows and lower highs. Friday saw a gap up that failed and sold off most all day 

ending the week down -0.81%. 

 

 

AA daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Alcoa briefly saw a higher high Monday before selling lower. Tuesday 

saw a gap down and brief test of support at its 20 day SMA. Wednesday saw another test of support at 

its 20 day SMA. Thursday saw a gap up with yet another test of support at the 20 day SMA. Friday saw a 

gap down and yes, another test of support at the 20 day SMA, ending the week down -12.72% and about 

27 cents above its 20 day SMA. 

 



 

NEM daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Newmont continued its rally on Monday and briefly delivered a 

new high on Tuesday before closing back near the prior day’s close. Wednesday saw a gap down and 

rally that filled about half of its gap. Thursday saw a gap up to close near Tuesday’s close. Friday saw a 

gap down and rally to close the week up +4.25%. 

 

 

X daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – US Steel briefly delivered new highs on Monday before pulling back on 

Tuesday. Wednesday saw a rally that continued on Thursday and Friday to end the week up +6.11%. 

 

 



 

SLB daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Schlumberger saw a huge rally breaking above its 20 day SMA on 

Monday that continued higher on Tuesday to new 2-year highs. Wednesday saw a pull back to give back 

the prior day’s gains. Thursday saw an ‘inside’ day with a higher close and Friday saw another ‘inside’ 

day with a lower close, ending the week up +10.17%.. 

 

 

HAL daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Last Friday saw HAL end the week at a new high close. Monday this 

week saw a break out rally that continued higher on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a pull back to briefly 

test support near its 20 day SMA. Thursday saw the rally resume delivering another new high close for 

this year. Friday saw an ‘Inside’ day to end the week up +9.61%.  

 



 

CAT daily chart as of Mar 11, 2022 – Caterpillar closed above its 20 day SMA last Friday. CAT broke out 

Monday above its 20 day SMA with a wide range day that closed only slightly higher for the day. 

Tuesday saw a large gap up and rally above its 50 day SMA and its 200 day SMA. Wednesday saw a pause 

and inside day above all 3 of its key SMAs. Thursday the rally resumed to higher highs that continued 

with a higher close on Friday ending the week up 9.80%. 

 

We saw leadership change day to day, but some of the strongest sectors we have seen this year 

continue to provide strength and opportunities in the Energy and Metals and commodity sectors. These 

sectors continue to provide a few strong bullish opportunities within a mostly bearish market. 

The big Tech names all declined this week along with the Semiconductor sector that often has lead the 

markets down this year.  There continue to be plenty of Bearish trading opportunities with these weak 

sectors. 

In addition to big tech the Financial sector showed weakness this week.  Next week could be volatile 

for the markets and the Financial sector as the Fed announces its decision regarding Interest rates on 

Wednesday afternoon. Over the prior few Fed announcements was have seen most of the volatile 

reactions in the markets during the Q&A  session Jay Powell often holds about 30 minutes after the Fed 

Announcement comes out. That time period could also be volatile this week depending upon on the 

markets react or over-react to comments Jay Powell may make. 

Friday is Quad Witching expiration, so that too could see some minor volatility as contract settlement 

occurs. 

The sources for elevated volatility and uncertainty in the markets are more likely to continue, so be 

prepared for just about anything. 

Trade Smart, 

CJ  


